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Part 1:  Simpson’s Paradox     (Let’s start with something fun and different!) 
Simpson’s paradox describes data that suggests one conclusion when aggregated, and a 
different conclusion when presented in subcategories. 

 

Practice Problems: 

Who’s the Better Ballplayer? … 
 

1. Two young, promising baseball players in 1997 were Derek Jeter and David Justice.  Their batting 
averages (number of hits divided by number of attempts, or “at bats” [AB] ) were: 
 

 1995 Records 1996 Records 
 Player Hits AB Avg Hits AB Avg 

Derek Jeter    12   48 .250  183 582 .314 
David Justice  104 411 .253    45 140 .321 
 
(a) Which player had better batting results over the two years?     
 
Why?              

 
 
Calculate the player’s averages for both years combined. 
 
 Totals for 1995-96 
 Player Hits AB Avg  

 Jeter 

 Justice 

 
(b) Who has the higher average over the two years?        
 
Explain this result compared to (a):           
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The players’ results for 1997 are added below. 
 

 1995 Records 1996 Records 1997 Records 
 Player Hits AB Avg Hits AB Avg Hits AB Avg 

Derek Jeter    12   48 .250  183 582 .314  190 654 .291 
David Justice  104 411 .253    45 140 .321  163 495 .329 
 
Now, calculate the averages for all three years combined: 
 

 1995-1997 Records  
 Player Hits AB Avg  

Derek Jeter  385 1284    
David Justice  312 1046  
 
 
(c) Which player has achieved the best results over the three-year period?      
 
Explain why you chose who you did, and why this might be called a “Paradox”:   
 
 

 

 

Watch the video link to see another example of Simpson’s paradox, from a lawsuit filed against UC Berkeley 
claiming gender discrimination in the admissions process: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sJYLVxLib8 

Complete the “acceptance %” column of each row [# admitted / (# admitted + # denied) ]: 

 Male Female 

 Admitted Denied % Admitted Admitted Denied % Admitted 

Engineering 512 313 62 89 19 82 

Business 313 207  17 8  

Communications 120 205  202 391  

Medicine 138 279  131 244  

Psychology 53 138  94 299  

Literature 22 351 6 24 317 7 

TOTAL 1158 1493 44 557 1278 30 

 

Does this show evidence that females are being discriminated against in the admissions process at Berkeley?      

Now, complete Worksheet A (Simpson’s Paradox); pages 28 - 29 
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Worksheet A – Simpson’s Paradox    

The following two way table classifies hypothetical hospital patients according to the hospital that treated them and 
whether they survived or died. 

 Survived Died Total Percent Died 

Hospital A 800 200 1000  

Hospital B 900 100 1000  

 

a) Calculate the proportion of hospital A’s patients who died and the proportion of hospital B’s patients who died.   
 
Which hospital had the highest percentage of patient deaths?  �  Hospital A      �  Hospital B 
 
 If you, or a friend, had to go to a hospital which one would you choose (assuming your goal is survival)? 

         �  Hospital A      �  Hospital B 

Some patients enter a hospital in fairly good condition, while others are very ill.  Suppose that when we further 
categorize each patient according to whether they were in fair condition or poor condition prior to treatment we obtain 
the following two-way tables: 

Fair Condition: Poor Condition: 

 Survived Died Total % Died   Survived Died Total % Died 

Hospital A 590 10 600   Hospital A 210 190 400  

Hospital B 870 30 900   Hospital B 30 70 100  

 

b) Convince yourself that when the “fair” and “poor” condition patients are combined, the totals are indeed those 
given in the original table (copied below): 

 Survived Died Total 

Hospital A 800 200 1000 

Hospital B 900 100 1000 

 

Convinced? �  Yes, combining the values in the two sub-tables gives me the original table values       
�  No, the numbers don’t match. 

 

c) Fill in the “% Died” columns in the two sub-tables (above). 
 
Among patients who were in fair condition, compare the death rates.  Which hospital does a better job keeping 
patients in “fair condition” alive? �  Hospital A      �  Hospital B 
 
Among patients who were in poor condition, compare the death rates.  Which hospital does a better job keeping 
patients in “poor condition” alive? �  Hospital A      �  Hospital B 
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d) Write a few sentences explaining (using the data given) how hospital B has the higher survival rate overall, yet 
hospital A has the higher survival rate for each type of patient.  Hints:  Do fair or poor patients tend to survive 
more often?  Does one type of hospital tend to treat most of one type of patient?  Is there any connection here? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e) Which hospital would you rather go to if you were ill?  Explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Now, watch the video link at this internet site: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNN1hsP9wvM 

 
f) At around time 3:50, the speaker says that penicillin is the superior treatment, and prescribing doxycycline 

would be a mistake.  Do you agree?  Explain. 
 

 

 

 

 

  


